Newatent Rules r Coming
There'll Be Rush To Take Advantage Of Old Rules Before Nov. 1
By Gregory D. Leibold

filing only two continuing applications and
one RCE in a patent family. To the extent a
currently pending family has already used up
its two continuations, the rnles permit "one
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Offce ("PTO") issued Aug. 21 anew set

more" continuation to be filed in the family.

of rules that wíl substantially change the

No "extra" RCE is pennitted; however, there
is no limit on filing RCEs before Nov. 1.
The new rules also restrict the number of

practice of prosecuting patent applications.
The new rules modifY the guidelines for filing

and maintaining "continuation" applications
and co-pending related applications. The
PTO's stated it wíI improve

claims that are included in a patent application.

Under the new niles, each application is
allowed a total of
five independent claims and

the quality of

issued patents and increase efficiency in

25 total claims per application (5/25 Rule).

the patent examination process. While it

"Claims" are the most specific and technical
definition of what the applicant asserts is the

remains to be seen whether these rules wíI
have this desired effect, it is abundantly clear
that the new rules wil cause: a rush to take
advantage ofthe old rules before

invention covered by an application. Claim
drafting and strategy is often the most critical

the effective

function of a patent attomey, and obtaining

Nov. 1; a push to comply with a Feb.
1, 2008, deadline set forth for certain of the
new niles; and a significant change to patent
attorneys' practice as well as the strategies
most companies employ in pursing patents.
date of

broad, varied claims is vital to obtaining a
strong, defensible patent.
If an applicant exceeds the new claim limit,
the PTO requires the applicant to either cancel

the additional claims or submit examination
support documentation (ESD). Requirements
for ESDs are stringent, including a prior

Background
Over the years, the filing of

"continuation"

art search report and strategy, identification

and "continuation-in-par" applications

of where each claim limitation is disclosed
in each reference, pinpoint support for
each limitation disclosed within the patent

have become a critical part of the strategies
employed by patent prosecutors to pursue
the full extent of coverage for an invention.

A continuation covers the same subject

used during prosecution of a;~iitent

matter and shares the same filing date as a
previously filed application. Conversely, a

application. A divisional applicati~~i~. is a

cOl1tinuation-in-part .iipplication .... disclos,es
at least some new subject matter, and the
continuation-in-part application enjoys the
priority

date

of the earlier-filed application

patent application that shares the".same

disclosure as an originally filed application

application, a detailed explanation of why the

applicant files a response. The PTO refuses
again to allow the patent application to issue
and issues a final rejection. The applicant

fies an RCE to continue the conversation

but claims a different invention or subject

with the PTO, and eventually convinces the

matter. When an applicant claims different

PTO to allow a patent on ABCD, even though

inve~tions in a single patent applica the

invention is patentable over the references,
and an explanation of

why one skiled in the

art would not combine the references to make
the invention obvious.
The new rules also require applicants to

point out all commonly owned patents and
patent applications with common inventors

PTO wil issuearestrctioarequire that

the applicant continues to believe that ABC
alone is patentable. Before the patent issues,

as
tools to pursue additional claim coverage for

requires the appliciinttobreak the app tion

the applicant files a continuation application

other (Related Applications). Applicants

apart so t~a,t each invention is clai in a

separate. application.
Eachof a continuation, RCE, contiml~tionin-par and divisional can be spawned
from

are required to make these disclosures by

an invention.

on ABC, believing it can stíl convince
the PTO to allow the broader claims. In

only for.comrnon subject matter. Patent
attorneys use

these types of applications

Another tool used regnlarly by patent
attorneys is a request for continued

examination ("RCE"). Typically, a patent
applicant wíl receive only two "rejections"
from the PTO before a new application of

some sort wílneed to be filed in order to
continue puruing patent protection for the
invention. An RCE is used upon receiving

patent application. For example, the
following would not be an unusual pattern
of patent prosecution: An applicant files an
application stating that both ABC andABD
are new. The PTO responds that ABC and
ABD are different inventions and req¥ires
the applicant to choose one of the two to
a single

addition, durng the pendency of the original
application, the applicant has invented ABCE
and files a continuation-in-part application

covering this invention.

disproven by the applicant, leads to the
merging of the claims across multiple

The new PTO rules impose limits on the

applications so that all Related Applications
count toward the 5/25 Ru1e, thus requiring
the applicant to cancel claims or
file an EDS.
Under
the new rules, divisional applications

filing of continuation (and continuation-

pursue in this application. The applicant

rejection, the applicant can reinitiate the

Whereas applicants were once allowed

chooses ABC and files a separate divisional

examination procedure.

to

application on ABD. The PTO rejects the
original application based on prior art and the

applications.
Such disclosures may lead to a rebuttable
presumption that the Related Applications
contain at least one "patentably indistinct"
claim. This presumption, unless specifically
Feb. 1, 2008, for pending

The New Rules

a final rejection from the PTO, Rather than
abandoning the application or appealing the

Divisional applications are also routinely

and priority dates within two months of each

in-part) applications as well as RCEs.
file an unlimited number of continuing
applications and RCEs (by paying the filing
fees), applicants are now generally limited to

do not countÍn the family ofthree applications.

As such, each divisional application is allowed
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example, patent holders wil be forced to: (a)
identifY all applications in condition. to file
an RCE prior to Nov. 1; (b) decide whather,
in each case,
filing the RCE is warranted; (c)

*rcd 6ìhrdttJ *

identifY prior to Feb. 1,2008; all applications

two continuing applications as well as an RCE

Applications; (d) determine which Related

suggest a restriction requirement. However
the PTO is not
bound to oblige an applicant's
suggestion.

Applications are subject to a rebuttable

The Lawsuit
While these niles are scheduled to take
effect on Nov. 1, a recently filed case may
delay or even dispose of the rules. On Aug.
22, the day after the PTO published the

new rules, Triantafyllos Trafas filed a case
in federal court alleging tliat the new niles
violate various Constitutional and statutory
provisions. Trafas said that the new rules
constitute anunconstitiitional taking under
the Fifth Amendment and lie in violation of
Article I, Section 8, Clause 8 because they
fail to "promote the progress of science and
the useful arts."
Tafas also said that the new niles (and the
process of their enactment) violate various

statutory provisions. For example, Tafas said
the PTO failed to follow the Administrative
Procedure Act in enacting the new niles and
that the new niles exceed the authority that
Congress delegated to the PTO in the Patent
injunction, a
Act. Tafas seeks a preliminary

declaration that the new rules are null and
void and a Writ of Mandamus requiring the
PTO to comply with procedures established

presumption that patentably indistinct
claims; (e) decide whether to fie a statement
rebutting the presumption or file a terminal
disclaimer; and (f) if a terminal disclaimer is
fied, determine what claims may need to be

amended or canceled to meet the 5/25 Rule.

Companies with large patent portfolios wil
be forced to perfonn this analysis thousands
times over in the coming months. Even for
companies with more modest portfolios, the
of

task is daunting.
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Patent drafters wil also be more likely
one detailed claim directed to a preferred

attorneys have filed broad patent claims

at the outset of an application, slowly and
iteratively narrowing their claims in response

agreed-upon scope. Given the new rules,
applicants wil necessarily be in more öf a
huny to get to the end of the process. As a
result, patent attorneys wil likely be more
aggressive in their initial-claim scopeånd
amendments. This may help the PTO. rea,ch
its stated goal of increasing effciency' in

the patent examination process. It may alfo,

strategy for â long timeto come.

applicants losing out on patent scope to which
they would have otherwise been entitled.
Patent attorneys are also apt to attempt to

consider whether to file an RCE prior to Nov.
I in any appropriate case. If an application

has been "finally rej ected" by the PTO, and at
least one RCE has already been fied in a patent
family, the only way to get an "extra" RCE

however, have the negative consequence;

of

negate the effect of the new rules' limits on
continuation applications by çharacterizing

their claims as to provoke restrictions by
the patent offce to allow filing of divisional
applications. Recall that filing of a divisional
creates an essentially new patent
application

is to file it before that deadline. Without an
available RCE, patent applicants must either
abandon the application, fie a continuation
(if one is available), or appeal to the Board

family, giving the applicant two more

of Patent Appeals and Intederences (BPAI),

examiners wil be discouraged from doing so

each of which is a potentially less appealing
option for applicants. Accordingly, applicants

as freely under the new rules.

should be reviewing their portfolios to
determine whether any applications are ripe
for filing an RCE before Nov. 1,2007.

continuations

and an RCE. Patent examiners

in the past hâve been quick to give such
restrictions. However, indications are the
It is likely that appeals to the BPAI wil
increase. Appeals were previously used
sparingly due to their expense and complexity.

Given the limits on continuations, however,

some applicants may have no choice but
Feb. 1, 2008, Deadline
Prior to Feb. 1,2008, patent applicants are
required to identifY Related Applications.

In cases where a "rebuttable presumption"

of patentably indistinct claims exists, the
applicant also must submit a statement of
why the claims are patentably distinct. The
requirements for such statements are not well-

defined,tind patent attorneys wil be hesitant
to characterize substantively the claims ofthe
Related 1,pplications for fear of creating later
..

estoppel. Alternatively, the applicant can
choose to submit a terminal disclaimer, but
in that case the 5/25 Rule wil apply, and the
claims in both Related Applications wíl be
limited.

This initial challenge is not trviaL. For
16
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the new rules have
the potential to change patent prosecution

Nov. 1 Deadline
term, patent applicants should

· current events

ESDs given the expense of creating them and
likelihood of creating estoppel in the record.

2007, and Feb. 1, 2008, deadlines. Beyond

In the short

· The state legislature

that any patent attorney wil routinely use

to actions by the PTO until reachinguan

that immediate challenge,

The Colorado statesman is a
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under the new rules to include at least

to appeal adverse decisions from patent

examiners. Some believe the new rules wíl
decrease the backlog of applications on
patent examiners desks but replace it with a
backlog of appeals at the BPAJ.
The most importt question is whether the
new rules wíl help the PTO achieve its goals
of increasing effciency and patent quality.
Only time wil telL. What is clear, however, is
that the new rules present new challenges for

patent practitioners and wil change patent
prosecution practice for a long time to come.
Greg Leibold is Of Counsel, and Andy

Pôuzeshi is an associate with Merchant &
Gould P. C. in Denver. They may be reached
at 303-357-1670.
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covering:

applications with hundreds of claims were not
unusuaL. The new niles greatly discourage that
practice by requiring the filing of an ESD for
claims exceeding the 5/25 Rule. It is doubtful

The Practical Effect

long term. First, there is a pressing task to
identify and act upon all pending cases that
merit (or require) .
action before the Nov. 1,

do

· Public policy issues

initial effort to comply with
the new rules, patent filing and prosecution
strategies wil likely change significantly.
It is likely that patent practitioners wil fie
fewer claims per application. In the past,
Beyond the

embodiment of an invention. Traditionally,

down by a court, their effect of the new niles
is potentially significant in both the short and

Colo

· statewide politics
Lasting Effect

in the Administrative Procedure Act. At this
time, it is unclear whether the suit wil affect
implementation of the new rules.
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